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Integration of disciplines, theories, and research orientations has
assumed a central role in criminological discourse yet it remains
difficult to identify any concrete discoveries or significant break-
throughs for which integration has been responsible. Concentrating on
three key concepts: context, mechanisms, and development, this
volume aims to advance integrated scientific knowledge on crime
causation by bringing together different scholarly approaches. Through
an analysis of the roles of behavioral contexts and individual differences
in crime causation, The Explanation of Crime seeks to provide a unified
and focused approach to the integration of knowledge. Chapter topics
range from individual genetics to family environments and from
ecological behavior settings to the macro-level context of communities
and social systems. This is a comprehensive treatment of the problem
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and practitioners in crime policy and prevention.
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Pathways in Crime aims to advance knowledge of the interactions between
individual characteristics and social contexts in producing offending
behavior, and to assist in the development of improved public policies,
reducing criminality and enhancing individuals’ life chances. Each book
in the series will identify central problems and key issues in a topic by
examining pathways in crime in relation to contexts and mechanisms,
methods and analytical techniques, innovative research, and policy
implications. This series will appeal to students, researchers, and
scholars of sociology, psychology, criminology, and social and public
policy.
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